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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
IJNgER ~~AL

for the
Ceil~-al District of California
United. States of America

f~~~B 19 ~~IQ

►~.~

:asr~cro~ cat.i~cn ", . ,
~ ~

Case No.

CABRIEL HERNANDEZ,

~4J 19-00 80

Defenda~~i

CRINIINAL COMPLIi[NT
I, the complainant in t1~is case, state that the following is true to the best of my knowledge and belief.
On ar about the date of Janu~uy 16, 20I9 in the cotiurty of Los Angeles in the Central District of Californil, the
defendants) violated:
Code Section

Offense Description

21 U.S:C. § 841(a)(1)

Distribution and dispensing of a
controlled substance

Tl1is criminal complaint is based. on these facts:
Please see attc~ehed a~dczvzt.
D Continued on the attached sheet.

S
omplainant's .signature

Jessica Lohizer, Special Agent
Printed name and title

Sworn to Uefore Yne and signed in my ~~res~lce.
Date:

~`~a `~%

~•
ge's signature

City and state: Los Angeles, California

Hon. Suzanne Segal, U.S. Magistrate Judge
Printed name acrd title

AFFIDAVIT
I, Jessica Lohner, being duly sworn, declare and state as
follows:
I. INTRODUCTION
1.

I am a Special Agent ("SA") with the Drug Enforcement

Administration {"DEA"), and have been, so employed since October,
20].5.. I am currently assigned to the DEA's Ra.verside District
Office, Tactical Diversion Squad ("TDS"), investigating offenses
related to controlled substance trafficking, illegal diversion
of controlled pharmaceutical substances, .and money laundering.
I attended and successfully completed 20 wee]ts of Basic Agent
Training at the DEA Academy, Quantico, Virginia.

The training

included numerous phases comprised of classroom education and
proficiency, practical application and ev~a].uation, and
tactics/firearms.

During rr~y employment with the DEA, T have

participated in numerous narcotics investigations, conducted
physical surveillance, executed numerous search warrants,
participated in en~arcement operations,. conducted suspect
interviews, executed narcota.c seizures, and handled several
confidential sources.

Pra.oi to joining the DEA, I was employed

with the United States Department of Homeland Security Customs
and Border Protection.

i
I was a Border Patrol Agent for

approximately eight and a half years.

During this time I was a

certified xlarcot~.cs canine har.~dler for approximately six years.
During this time I was also detailed to the DEA's Riverside
District O~'fice, Taslt Force Gra'up 1., for app~oximatel.y three
months.

j

II. PURPOSE OF A~FTDAVIT

2.

This affidavit is made in support of an application

for a warrant ~o search the following location (collectively,
"the Target Locations"} ;
a.

VORTEX WELLNESS & AESTHETICS ("VORTEX"), 4195

North Viking Way, #120, Long Beach, California 908x8 ("Target
Location #1"); and
b.

The residence of Gabriel HERNANDEZ ("Target

Location #2, and with Targat Loaa~ion #1, the "Target
Locations"), 1011 West Alberta Street, Anaheim, CA 92805.

3.

The Target Locations ire further de9cribed in

Attachments A-1. and A-2, which are incorporated as though fully
set forth herein.

The items ~o be seized are described in

Attachment B, which is also incorporated as though fully set
forth herein.
4.

Addita.onally, phis affidavit is made in support of

applications fior an arrest wa~ran~ and criminal complaint
agaa.nst Gabriel Hernandez (hereinafter "HERNANDEZ"} for a
violation of Title 21., Unified States Code, Section 841(x)(1),
(b) tl) (C) on or about January 7.6, 2019:

distribution o~ a

controlled substance (oxycodone), a schedule II narcotic drug
controlled substance, while actaizg and intending to act outside

the usual course o:E professional practice anal without a
legitimate medical, purpose.
5.

Thy faci~s set forth in this affidavit are based upon

my personal observations, my .training and experience., and
information obtained from various law enforcement personnel and
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witnesses.

This affidavit is intended to show merely that there

is sufficient probable cause for the requested warrants and does
not purport to set forth all of my knowledge of or investigation
into phis mater.

Unless specifically indicated otherwise, all

conversations and statements described in phis affidavit are
related in substance and in part only.
IIZ. BACKGROUND REGARDING PRESCRIHTNG G~NTROLLED SUSSTANC~S

6.

Based on my trazning and experience with TDS, and the

consultation of other agents, I l~ngw that the distribution of
controlled substances must be in compliance with certain federal
rules and regulations, as explained in part and in summary in
the following subsections:
a.

TitXe 21, United States Code, Section 812

establishes schedules foZ controlled substances; such controlled
substances. are listed in Schedule 2 through Schedule V depending
on the level of potential for abuse, .the current medical use,
and the level of possible physical dependence.

21 C.F.R. Part

1308 provides further listings o~ scheduled drugs.

Controlled

substance pharmaceuticals are listed as controlled substances
fiom Schedule II through V, with Schedule II identifying the
drugs considered the most dangerous.

There are other drugs that

are available only by prescription but are not classified as
controlled substances, such as an~ibio~ics, and other drugs ghat
can be acquired over the counter, such as aspirin.
b.

Pursuant to Title 21, United States Code, Section

822, controlled prescription drugs may only be prescribed,
dispensed, or dis~ribu~ed by those persons who are registered

J

with the Attorney General of the United Stakes to do so (with
j

some exceptions, such as delivery persons).

The authority to

register persons has been delegated to the DEA by the Attorney
General.
c.

Section 1306.04 of Title 21 of the Code of

.Federal Regu7.ation~ sets forth the requirements for a valid
prescription.

It prova.des that For a "prescription for a

controlled substance to be effective [it] must be issued for a
legitim~.te medical. purpose by an individual practitioner ac~a.ng
in the usual cour~ee of his professional g~actice.

The

responsibility for the proper prescribing and dispensing of
controlled substances i.s upon the prescribing practitioner, but
a corresponding respansibil.ity rests with the pharmacist who
fills the presciiption."
d.

21 U.S.C. ~ 8~1(a)(1) makes it an, offense for any

person to knowingly and intentionally distribute or dispense a
control.7.ed substance except as authorized by law.

Distribution

of a scheduled controlled substance in violation of 21 U.S.C.
~ 841(a} (1) (often referred ~o as "diversion") by a medical
doctor occurs when a medical doctor knowingly and inteiational.ly
prescribes a controlled substance, knowing the drugs were
controlled, for a purpose other than a legitimate medical
purpose and outside of "the usual course of professional
practice."
("We

.See United SLaL-es v. Moore, 423 U.S. 122, 124 (1.975)
hold that registered physicians can be prosecuted

under 21 U.S.C. § 841 when, their activities fa11 oui:side the
usual course of professional practice."); see also Unzted States

v. Feingold, 454 F.3d 1001, 1008 (9th Cir. 2006) ("[T]o convict
a practitioner under ~ 841(a), the government must prove
(1) that the practitioner distributed controlled substances,
(2) that the distributioiz of those controlled substances was
outside the usual course.of professional practice and without a
legitimate medical purpose, and (3) that the practitioner acted
with intent to distribute the drugs and with intent to
distribute them outside the course of professional practice.").
a.

The Medical Board of California formally adapted

a policy statement entitled "Prescribing Controlled Substances
for Pain."

The Medical Board's guidelines for prescribing a

controlled substance fQr pain state that the practitioner must
obtain a medical history and conduct a physical examination.
Such history and exam include an assessment of the pain and
physical and psyalzological function; substance abuse history;
prior pain treatment; assessment of underlying or coexisting
diseases and conditions; and documentation of the presence of a
recorded indication for the use of a controlled substance.
b.

California Business and Professions Code, Section

2242(a) ~ states that there must be a logical connection between
the medical diagnosis and the cont~;olled substance prescribed:
"Prescribing, dispensing, or furnishing dangerous drugs

,

without an appropriate prior examination and a medical
indication, constitutes unprofessional conduct."

A practitioner

must make '°an honest effort to prescribe for a patzent's
condition in accordance with the standard of medical practice

generally recognized and accepted in the country."

United

States v. Hayes, 794 F.2d 1348, 1351 (9th Cir. 2006).
IV. STATEMENT OF PROBABLE CAUSE
A.

Background

7.

I am investigating HERNANDEZ for unlawfully

prescribing controlled substances outside the usual course of
professional practice and without a legitimate medical need at
VORTEX WELLNESS & AESTHETICS ("VORTEX"), located at Target
Location #1 (4195 North Viking Way #120 in Long Beach).

The

VORTEX website (www.vortex- wellness.com/services/long-beachpain-management/) indicates that the buszness offers pain
management services under the direction of Dr. Jeffrey OLSON,
who is assisted by HE.RNAND~Z.

A commercial database query

identifies V4RTEX's address ae Target Location #1 and lists the
phone numbers of 1323) 549-3420 and (562) 968-1700.

In

addition, Ril~lci HUGHES (ex-wife of Darryl HARRIS) is listed as
the president and business contact.l
8.

HERNANDEZ is registered with the DEA as a Physician

Assistant under DEA registration number MH2417334, at Target
Locatiion #]..

A license verification search through the

1 Although H~RNANDEZ is legally supposed to be supervised ley
OLSON, agents believe that this is a sham arrangement and,
moreover, that HERNANDEZ is the sole practitioner at Target
Location #1. We ]tn.ow that OLSON also works at other locations
in Palm Springs {approximately 120 miles from VORTEX} and in Los
Angeles (also males away from VORTEX). Moreover, agents have
not observed OLS4N at Targat Locata.on #1 during surveillances at
the location, and agents observed OLSON at the Palm Springs
clinic on February 15, 2019. .Additionally, agents have observed
from CURES data for OLS~N that he has issued less than 20
prescriptions in all of 201E3, reflecting that OLSON is
prescribing few if any controlled drugs (at VORTEX oz
elsewhere).

California Department of Consumer Affairs' online portal
indicates that HERNANDEZ has an active Physician Assistant
license (PA17831) and does not posaes~ any specializations in
the areas of pain management or psychiatry.
9.

Recent surveillances on January 15, 2019 and February

12, 2019, as well as California Department of Motor Vehicle
records for HERNANDEZ' motor vehicle operator's license and
vehicle registration show that HERNANDEZ resides at Target
Location #2.
B.

CURE5 Data

~0.

I have reviewed records for controlled drugs

prescribed by HERNANDEZ from the California Department ~f
Justice's Controlled Substance Utilization Review and Evaluation
System ("CURBS") database.

CURES tracks all controlled drugs at

Schedules II through ~V that are diapen~ed in California,
including based on prescriptions filled at pharmacies, based on
state law mandating a11. medical or pharmacy practitioners to
submit accurate reports of such dispensation.

A 24-month query

of HERNANDEZ' CURES records for the approximate Limeframe of
November 26, 2016 through November 26, 2018 shows that HERNANDEZ
prescribed over 5,900 controlled substances during that period,
approximately 52% of which were for oxycodone, a schedule YT
narcotic.

Of those o~rycodone prescriptions, approximately 97%

were prescribed by HERNANDEZ ai- 30 milligram strength, for a
total of over X46,000 dos~.ge unit, prescribed within the time
frame.

Z know from my training and expera.ence that 30

millzgrama is the maximum istrength of short-acting oxyCodone
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that ie available an the wholesale market, and thus that 30milligram oxycodone i~ particularly sought-after on the black
market.

T recognize that the high frequency of prescriptions of

maximum strength oxycodone is a red flag of

~ii~~i~

diversion,

and reflect a lack of individualized care (i.e., patients
receiving varying strengths of oxyCodone based on their
individual needs),
a.

I also absarved from the CURES data for HERNANDEZ

that his prescriptions for oxycodone and other narcotics are
often prescribed in simi.~.ar dangerous cocictails paired,
including in particular with benzodiazepines (e.g., alprazolam)
and/or the muscle relaxant carisoprodol.

I know that cocktails

of opiates with those drugs are particularly sought--after on the
black market because the combination magnifies the overall high
from taking the drugs, but that pairing a narcotic with those
drugs also magnifies 'the overall risk of overdose death and
addiction.

When all three are prescribed together (a narcotic,

benzodiazepine, and Carisoprodol), the cocktail is commonly
known on the black marked as the °holy trinity" and is
particularly sought-after by addicts, but also is particularly
dangerous.

I thus recognize that H~RNANDEZ's pattexm. of

prescribing opiates with benzodiazepines and./or carisoprodol is
a major red flag of illicit: diversion.
b.

Investigators have also learned from a query with

the Los Angeles Coroner's office that, on or about June 1, 2017,
a 41-year old male with initials M.J.G. died of combined effects
of alcohoY, alprazolam, and hydrocodone.

8

Post-mortem toxicology

found the presence of drugs in M.J.G.'s system, including the
Schedule II opiate hydrocodone and the Schedule IV drug
alprazolam.

The CURES records for HERNANDEZ shows that on or

around May 24, 2017, M.J.G. £filled a prescription for tha "holy
trinity" cocktail of 150 pills of hydrocodone, 120 pills of
alprazolam, and 120 pills of carisoprodol prescribed by
HERNANDEZ, namely, approximate3.y one week before his death.
C.

Recruitment of CS and Undercover Buys

11.

In or around September 2018, ii~.vestigators recruited a

cooperating source ("CS") who was a patient of HERNANDEZ and who
received controlled substances via prescriptions written by
HERNANDEZ at VORTEX on a monthly basig.z

During interviews with

2 The CS's criminal history includes an arrest by the Irvine
Police Department in 2009 for possession of marijuana for sale.
The CS had been arrested in September 2018 for selling
controlled substances on the dark web, to include
methamphetamine and counterfeit Adderall, and agreed to
cooperate iiz hopes of leniency with respect to prosecution. The
information pro~crided by the CS set forth herein hay been
corroborated by independent investigation.. On January 23, 2019,
the government learned that the CS had taFter the.September 20].8
arrest}, without authorization. from the.go~rernmen~, ordered a
pill-press die and pill press (which could be used to malce
counterfeit Adderall). Additionally, the government learned
that the CS had (after the September 207.8 arrest), without
authorization from the government, used a fictitious identity to
open a mailbox at a UPS store, where purchases that CS made of
amphetamine sulfate {which is used to create counterfeit
Adderall) had been shipped. 'The CS was arrested, de-activated
as a confidential source with the DEA, and agreed to plead
guilty to a two-cou~.zt information charging him/her with 21
U.S.C. ~~ 841 {~,) {1), 841(b)(Z)(A)(viii) (distribution of
methamphetamine) and 18 U.S.C. ~ 1956(a) {7,) (g)(i) (money
launderix~.g). 2n the plea agreement, the government agreed to
bring to the CoU.rt's attention the CS's cooperation. Subsequent
to the CS's signing the aforementioned plea agreement,
investigators learned that prior to the CS's arrest and deactivata.on, the CS also hid a duffel. bag of rifles near his
place of work, and did not disclose this to agent when
confronted about the CS'~ other activities that were conducted
wi~hou~ law enforcement authorization.
-

investigators, the CS stated female employees at VORTEX operate
the business, including mal~ing appointments, and in directing
HERNANDEZ an who will be seen and who will get what
presCription~.

Agents have identified the female office worlcers

as Viniesha LOMACKS ("LOMACKS") and Lisa HUGHES ("HUGHES"), who
were also identified by i,he CS via photos.

The CS also showed

agen.~s an electronic appointment reminder From VORTEX which
shows the CS`s appointment as being with Dr. Olson, bud the CS
sated he/she does ra.ot remember e~crer meeting or seeing Dr.
Jeffery Olson at the appointment or at VORTEX at any dime.
12.

On or around November 6, 2018, agents conducted a

"buy-walk" from HERNANDE2 at VORTEX

Target Location #I)

utilizing the CS, who was in possession of an undercover

recording de~ri.ce, and paid LOMACKS using DEA Official Ad~cranced
Funds (OAF).

During the CS's brief interaction with HERNANDEZ,

HERNANDEZ gave the CS prescriptions for 20 pi11p of ].D -mg Valium
(a Schedule TV benzodiazepine commonly known as diazepam), 45
pills of maximum 2-mg strength Xanax (alprazolat~, also a
Schedule IV benzodiazepne), 18.0 pills of 30-mg oxycodone, five
pills of maximla.m 1.0-mg strength Norco (a brand name for the

Schedule II narCo~ic hydrocadozze), and 60 pills of 100-mg Colace
(a non-controlled stool softener).

The recording reflects the

CS's visit with HERNANDEZ lasted on7.y a few minutes and than
HERNANDEZ cond~.cted no physical examination.

Moreover, the

video recording also shows that the door to HERNANDEZ's office
was left open, such .hat the CS's recoxdi.ng device partially
capi;ured the interior of the office while the CS was in the

30

wailing room; HERNANDEZ's meetings with the other patients
captured in the recordings likewise show that meetings between
HERNANDEZ and others were brief.
a.

During a debriefing after the visit, the CS

stated HERNANDEZ already had the prescriptions filled out when
the CS entered HERNANDEZ's office,3 and that HERNANDEZ ~o1d the
CS he/she wi11 need to see a psychiatrist for Xanax in the

futuie.

The CS further said HERNANDEZ has been malting the game

comments regarding Xanax for "a while," yet continued to
prescribe it.

The CS likewise confirmed that there was no

physical examination or.discussion of whether the CS felt pain
or received related treatment.

Investigators confirmed the CS's

information to be accurate after reviewing the recording of the
visit.
b.

In reviewing the recording of the visit,

investigators observed bath LOMACKS and HUGHES working at
VORTEX.

The recording showed LOMACKS checking patients in,

accepting payment for the visit/prescription, and making a

photocopy of the signed prescription the CS obtained from
HERN~NDEZ.

The recording also contained what appeared to be

I3UGHES ta]ting patient blood pressure a~ a fable in the VORTEX
waiting area, adjacent to HERNANDEZ's office door.
13.

On December 10, 2018, agents conducted a second

"buy/walk" from HERNANDEZ at VORTEX, utilizing the CS and DEA
OAS' to make the purchase of the prescription/s.

During this

3 ACcoiding to the recording, HERNANDEZ provided pre-fiJ.led
prescriptions to the CS.
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visit, the CS received a prescription for 180 pills of 30-mg
oxycodone, 40 pills of 2-mg alprazolam, 8 pills of 10-mg
hydrocodone, 20 pills o£ diazepam, and 60 pills of Colace, which
was again already written out when the CS met with HERNANDEZ.4
Here again, there was na physical examination performed by
HERN.ANDEZ, nor was there discussion of the CS`s pain.

In

reviewing the recordi~~g of the "buy/walk," Investigators once
again observed HUGHES and LOMACKS present
- in the office and
performing the same functions as during the "buy/walk" on
November 6, 2018.

In conducting the "buy/walk," investigators

also attempted to introduce an undercover .investigator ("UC"} as
an acquaintance of Lhe CS, however the CS and UC wexe informed
by LOMACKLS that the UC would need to provide a recent MRI report
before the UC could see HERNANDEZ.

Because the UC did not

provide a MRT report at that time, the UC did not speak with
HERNANDEZ zn the Course of the "buy/walk."
14.

On January 16, 201.9, agents conducted a third

"buy/walk" from HERNANDEZ at VORTEX, utilizing the CS.

While

the CS was in possession of recording devices during this vi.si~,
the video recording device failed and only parts of the
interaction between the CS and HERNANDEZ can be heard an the
audio ~:ecording.

While the reason, for the video recording

failure could nod be determined, Y have reviewed the audio
recording and I also am familiar with what the CS stated during
a debriefiing following this visit.

HERNANDEZ told the CS that

4 The recording reflected that HERNANDEZ provided the CS
with prescriptions quicltly.
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i
i

j

Dilaudid (a brand name for the Schedule ~I opiate hydromorphone}
was added to the CS's usual prescriptions (which ~,rere again
already writteiz out), as a test/trial, because the CS is on long
acting narcotics.

I am aware that when people are on strong

narcotics, for a long period of time it' ie likely the narcotics
will lose effectiveness.

HERNANDEZ asked the CS it the CS had

Narcan at home; Narcan is a brand name for the drug naloxone,
which is used to counteract opioid overdoses.

The CS also asked

HERNANDEZ about whether the CS could receive Soma (brand name
for carisoprodol), to which HERNANDEZ explained, according to
the debriefing of the CS, that President Trump was cracking down
on opioids and so he couldn't prescribe that.

The CS obtained a

prescription for 7.8~ pills of 30-mg oxycodone, 30 pills of 4-mg
hydromorphone, 45 pills of 2-mg alprazolam, 5 pills of 10-mg
hydrocodone, 20 pills of 10-mg diazepam, and 60 pills of Colace.
D.

Expsr~ Review

1.5.

An expert review was conducted by Doctor Timothy

Munzing based on CURES data for the queried period of November
26, 2016 through Novembex 26, 2018, azzd video recorded CS vi~eits
to VORTEX on November 6, 2018 and December 10, 2018, as well as
copi.e~ of the preserip~ions obtained by the CS durira,g those
visits.s

Tn reviewing HERNANDEZ' CURES r~porL- for the queried

Dr. Mun.zing recei~red his medical degree from UCLA School
of Medicine in. 1982. He has served as a medical expert
consultant fox the. Medical Board of California since 2004 and a~
a medical expert con~~.ltant for the DEA since 2014. During that
time, Dr. Mun7a:ng has formally reviewed and provided opinions in
more than 7.00 cases, of wh~Ch more than 70% have dealt in some
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dime period, Dr. Munzing looked for indications of medications
being prescribed for medically legitimate purposes in the usual
course of professional practice, and found ghat "to a fairly
high level of certainty that after review of the medical
records, once obtained if they exist, that [P.A.] HERNANDEZ
failed to meet these requirements in prescribing these dangerous
medications.

These prescribing patterns are highly su~piCious

for medication abuse and/or diversioiz."

Dr. Munzing made

similar conclusions based on his review of the video-recorded CS
visits, noting the prescribing of controlled substances
following no medical examination and only very brief interaction
with HERNANDEZ on bath occasions demonstrate extreme departures
from the standard bf Caie required by federal and State laws,
and that "[HERNANDEZ's] actions are much closer to that of an
illegal drug dealer than Lhat of a physician, and the pa~ien~
visits are a shim."

capacity with prescriptions of opioid and other controlled
medications. Dr. Munzing has taught and/or lectured staff
physicians, students, and medical residents on guidelines and
appropriate practice in opioid prescribing. Dr. Munzing has
nearly 30 years of clinical experience as a family physician
with the Southern California Permanente Medical Group (Kaiser
Permanente) in Santa Ana, California, during which dime he
sewed as a physician leader responsible for reviewing the
quality of care given to patients and as a family medicine
residency program Director teaching medicine ~o thousands of
residents and medical students. Dr, Munzing also holds an
appointment as a clinical professor at University of California
Irvine School at Medicine. Dr. Munzing is board certified in
family medicine and is a member of the American Pain Society and
the American Academy of Integrative Pain Medicine. In its
summex 2017 issue, the peer-reviewed Permanente Journal
published an article authored by Dr. Munzi~g titled, "~hy~iciax~
Guide to Appropriate Opioid Prescribing in Noncancer Pain."

~4

E.

Pharmacist Tip

16.

On or around November/December 20 8, znvestiga~ors

were contacted by a pharmacist in the San Diego area regarding
VORTEX and prescriptions issued by HERNANDEZ.

The pharmacist

was concerned as he was presented prescriptions issued by
HERNANDEZ to patients with initials J.G., S.G., and F.S., all
members of the same household in San Diego, which were
simultaneously presented to the pharmacy.

Each patient was

prescribed 180 tablets of Roxicodone, a brand name of oxycodone,
at 30 mg strength, in addition to patients F.S. and J.G.
receiving prescriptions for 30 tablets of Xanax, a brand name of
alprazolam at 2 mg strength, and J.G. receiving a prescription
for 40 tablets of hydrocodone-acetaminophen at 10/325 mg
strength.

The pharmacist recognized that it was suspicious that

three members of the same household would be receiving the same
medications and that their residence was located hundreds of
miles from VORTEX.

The pharmacist contacted VORTEX to verify

the prescriptions were valid and requested diagnosis for the
patients. LOMACI{S faxed the pharmacist a diagnosis that did not'
justify to the pharmacist's satisfaction, filling the
prescriptions.
17.

An examination o~ HERNANDEZ' CURES data shows that

J.G: and F.S.. live a~ the same address, along with two other
persons filling HERNANDEZ prescriptions, E.G. and B.U.

The

CURES data also shows a Post Office Box as the address for S,G.,
though the date of birth shown in the data. for S.G. is the same
as what was an the pr~scrip~ion~ presented to the pharmacist.
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Further, the CURES data shows all five patients are filling
prescriptions issued by HERNANDEZ for large volum~~ of
oxyCodone, hydrocodone, and alprazolam at multiple pharmacies in
the San Diego region.
F.

Arrest of Oxycodone Dealers Receiving HERNANDEZ
PreaCriptions.

18.

Investigators recently learned that two patients with

a Zong history oP filling prescriptions signed by HERNANDEZ were
recently arrested while attempting to sell oxycodone ghat they
had received from one such prescription.

The arrest occurred as

part of a separate investigation, summarized below, conducted by
DEA into an attorney, Jackie .FERRARI, for large-scale
trafficking iiz oxycodone and other drugs via the website
Craigslist.
19.

On January 8, 2.0.19, the Costa Mesa Police Department

arrested a person ("CS-2") for oxycodone tx'affi.Cking-related
state offenses.

After heJshe was arrested,. C~-2 agreed to

cooperate in the hope of obtaining prosecutorial or sentencing
benefits.

Tn an interview, CS-2 stated, among other things,

that he/she purchases oxycodon.e from a trafficker named "Jackie"
who is an attorney, both of which are consistent with FERRARI.
CS-2 also identified a photograph of FERRART as "Jackie," stated
ghat "Jackie" advertises the sale of oxycodone on Craigsl.ist,
and stated that he/she has previously purchased oxycodone from
"Jackie" at the her Downey res~,dez~.ce.

CS-2 Consented to a

search of his/her cellular Lelephone, during which the agents

observed that CS-2 had a long history of text messages with
FERRARI coordinating the purchase of oxyCodone.6
20.

At agents' direction, CS-2 arranged via text message

to purchase 5a pills of oxyCodone from FERRARI on January 10,
2019 for $1,200.

FERR.ARZ stated in the text messages to CS-2

that she had a new job in Beverly Hills and thus that the
transaction would have to occur there in the afternoon during a
break at work.

In the afternoon of January 10, 2019, agents

outfitted CS-2 with recording devices, provided $1,200 in funds
for the transaction, and conducted surveillance of CS-2 as
he/she met. with FERRARI at the agreed-upon location in Beverly
Hills to complete the transaction.

Agents met with CS-2 and

retrieved the 50 pills that he/she had just acquired from
FERRARI, along with the recording devices.

Presumptive testing

of the pills verified that they contain axycodone.
21.

Agents learned from the Costa Mega Police Department

that, on January 13, 2019, CS-2 received a text message from
FERRARI (apparently a group text sent to multiple other
recipients) stating that FERRARI recently obtained a new supply
of oxycodone and other drugs available for sale.
22.

On January 15, 2019, the Hon. Frederick F. Mumm,

Unified States Magistrate Judge, issued a sealed complaint and
related arrest warrant charging FERRARI with the controlled sale
on January 10, 2.019 (19-MJ-120), and search warrants for

6 The CS's rap sheet shows that he/she was convicted in
California state court in 205 for possession of a controlled
substance and possession of a Controlled substance for sale, For
which the CS received three years' probation.

Rye

FERRARI`s residence, vehicle, and cellular telephone (19-MJ-99,
19-MJ-100, and 19-MJ-102, respectively).
23.

CS-2 and FERRARI arranged to conduct another oxycodone

transaction in Beverly Hills on January 18, 2019, this time Lor
180 oxycodone pills in exchange for $4,140.

Under the

arrangement they reached, CS-2 would meet FERRARI near the
corner o~ Wilshire Boulevard and North Clark Drive in Beverly
Hills at 6:00 p.m., provide the $4,140 to FERRARI, and FERRARI
would then meet with a supplier to receive 180 oxycodone pills.
24.

At approximately 5:30 p.m. investigators established

surveillance in the area of the arranged meeting.
a.

At approximately 6:05 p.m., agents saw FERRARI

walk from a nearby parking garage the front passenger door of
CS-2's car.

FERRARI spode with CS-2 through the open window of

the car.
b.

At approximately 6:13 p.m., FERRARI then walked

across North Clarlc Drive to a dark colored Lexus SW, that was
parked on the east curb just south of Wilshire Boulevard.
FERRARI entered the front passenger door of this vehicle.
25.

Believing that FERRARI was meeting with her supplier,

investigators, to include o~ticers in marked police cars and
sheriff's uniforms, contacted and detained FERRARI, the unknown
driver o~ the Lexus, and CS-2.

CS-2 told the officer who

responded to him/her (Costa Mesa Police Department Detective Joe
Saar) that., according to the conversation that CS-2 just had
with FERRARI, the person in the Lexus is another customer, and
not FERRART's supplier, and that FERRARI'S supplier would be

driving a gray Prius.

Detective Saar broadcasted via handhe7_d

radio to the surveillance beams to be looking for a gray Toyota
Prius.
26.

Santa Clarita Deputy Sheriff Bill Velek, who had

detained and conducted a cursory search of FERRARI, found a blue
plastic pill container containing numerous blue pills ~~om
FERRAR2'S right front pants pocket (i.e., consistent with
oxycodone pi11s, whzch are often blue in coloration) and a pi11
bottle marked as containing amphetamine salts (Adderall} ,
Additionally, Deputy Velek recovered FERRART's cellular
telephone, which FERRARI was holding at the time she was
detained.

Deputy Ve1ek gave the Phone to DEA ~A Bob Thomas; the

phone was on and unlocked.

SA Thomas saw numerous text messages

pop up on the. phone from someone identified in the phone's
contacts as "New Supplier," which referenced meeting FERRARI to
Complete a transaction.

FERRARI'S phone then rang, and the

caller ID on the screen identified the :caller as the same person
who had just sent the text messages, "New Supplier."
Accordingly, investigators believed that the supplier was

contacting FERRAKI to notify her that he

the supplier) was

about to arrive in the gray Prius to carry out their planned
oxycodone transaction.
27.

Soon thereafter, investigators yaw a gray Toyota Prius

turn southbound on Clark Drive from Wilshire Boulevard (i.e.,
toward the area where FERRARI had met with CS-2 and the other
customer), and the officers observed the car slow as it
approached the scene of FERRARI'S arrest, during which the male
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driver appeared to be looping around.

Investigators followed

the Prius and, at~er observing that its registration tags were
expired, conducted a traffic stop at 221 South Robertson
Boulevard in Beverly Hills, California.

During the traffic

stop, the driver {latex identified as Anthony Charles MAVARO)
admitted that his license was suspended following a prior
conviction for driving under the influence.

The officer

arrested MAVARO for driving with a suspended license and ordered
him out of the car.

On conducting a search of his person

incident to arrest, the officer found a plastic bindle
containing apparent methamphetamzne in MAVARO's front pants
pocket.

The passenger and only other occupant of the car, later

iden~i~ied as Mixanda Adriana RAMIREZ, was also ordered out of
the car while officers conducted a vehicle search.

Dining the

vehicle search, investigators found among other things the
following:
a.

Five prescription bottles bearing various pills,

a white powdery substance, approximately $937 gash, and a pink
diary containing what investigators recognized to be pay-and-owe
drug ledgers.

Subsequent lab analysis verified ghat the pills

in the bo~~les included 180 pills of oxycodone and 26 pips o~
the Schedule II narcotic hydromorphone, that the white powdery
substance was 1.4 grams of fen~anyl, and that the substance in
MAVARO's poe~e~ was approximately .1 gram of methamphetamine.
b.

various medical documentation in the car,

including (1] VERTEX forms dated January 16, 2019, identifying
MAVARO; and {2} a printout of MAVARO's CURES records showing
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that, between October 29, 2018 and January 7, 2019, MAVARO had

filled nine prescriptions for 30-mg oxycodone, 4-mg
hydromorphone, or 350-mg carisoprodol, all issued by HERNANDEZ.
28.

I have reviewed HERNANDEZ'e CURES data and observed

that MAVARO and R.AMIREZ have a long history of filling HERNANDEZ
prescriptions £or 30-mg oxycodone and other drugs.
Specifically, from September 2Q17 through January 2019, MAVARO
tilled prescriptions from HERN.ANDEZ for a total of 3,240 tablets
of 30-mg oxycodone, 1,020 tablets of 350-mg carisoprodol, and
540 tablets of 4-mg hydromorphone.

Tn that same time period,

RAMIREZ filled prescriptions from HERNANDEZ for a total of 3,150

tablets of 30-mg oxycodone and 1,020 tablets of 350-mg
carisoprodal.

Further, CURES queries also revealed that, prior

to receiving prescriptions from HERNANDEZ, MAVARO was filling

prescriptions for 30-mg oxycodoize,~ 10/325-mg hydrocodoneacetaminophen, and 350-mg carieoprodol written under the DEA
registration of Dr. Jeffrey OLSON.
29.

Officers interviewed MAVARO and RAMIREZ separately

after they were each advised of their Miranda rights.

a,

MAVARo said that he had just piClted up his wife,

RAMIRE~, and was heading home to Long Beach.

When asked why he

had so many prescription bottles, MAVARO said that he is an
opiate addict.

Officers asked MAVARO if he was coming to the

1oCation to meet with anyone, which MAVARO denied, saying that
he was. going home.

when asked why he had so much cash on him,

MAVARO did not have alz answer.

2].

b.

RAMZREZ said that she and MAVARO were coming to

the area to meet with someone, but she did nod who they were
meeting or why the mee~zng was taking pace.

When asked about

the oxycodone, RAMZREZ stated slze recently had surgery for a
medical Condition and needed the oxycodone for pain.
30.

Agents also interviewed FERRARI after she was advised

of her Miranda rights.

FERRARI admitted among other things to

facilitating the salsa of oxycodone to CS-2.

~'ERRART sated

that she was to meet with a supplier, who drives a giay Prius.
FERRARI did nod give the name of the supplier.
VI. ADDITIONAL PROBABLE CAUSE FOR rT~MS TO BE SEIZED
31.

Based on my training, education., experience, and

discussions with other law enforcement officers, I know the
following regarding the common modus operandi of controlled drug
di~rersion Committed by medical practitioners:
a.

Such practitioners often keep controlled

substances and drugs., records of drug transaction , criminal
proceeds, 7.edgers o~ Compromised patients anal beneficiaries
(i.e., L-hose ~o whom i~~cral.id prescriptions are issued}, and
other records within their businesses and other secure locations
(i.e., residence,s, sate deposit boxes, and storage areas), and
vehicles, and conceal such items from law enforcement
authorities.

The drugs./prescripta.ons may be distributed or

gold, but documentary records and ledgers remain.

Such records

often include books, acCoun~ 3.edgers, payments and/or notes anal
other evidence of financial. transactions relating to obtaining,
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transferring, and spending substantial sums of money which
result from engaging in drug trafficking activities.
b.

Such prac~i~ioners also often retain personal and

business notes, letters, and correspondence relating to their
narcoticsJprescription orders at their residences, businesses,
safe deposit boxes, in storage areas, and electronically via
digital devices such as cellular telephones and computers.
c.

Such. practitioners often retain telephone and

address books and appointment books identifying additional
individuals, including patients and patient recruiters, involved
in drug diversion or health care fraud.
d.

Such practitioners commonly use personal

communisation devices and services to coordinate and otherwise
further their criminal activities, such as communications with
criminal associates or patients via ce11u1ar telephone ca11s or
via cellular text messaging.

I am aware of multiple recent

cases in which, on searching cellular telephones of
practitioners, investigators obtained text messages discussing,
for example, the issuance of prescriptions to patient
recruiters, the per-pill price of narcotics to be sold to drug
traffickers, and coordinating meetings for the purpose of
transFerring fraudulent prescriptions from a corrupt physician.
to a corrupt pharmacy to conceal illicit black market sales.
e.

Such practitioners often maintain Marge amounts

of United Staten currency in their residences and businesses,
safe deposit boxes, and other storage areas, including to
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Attachment B of this affidavit, will be found in a search of the
Target Locations, as further described above and in
Attachments A-1 and A-2 of phis affidavit.
35.

Based on the foregoing, ~ also submit ~ha~ there is

probable cause to arrest Gabriel HERNANDEZ for a violation of 21
U.S.C. § 841(a)(1} (unlawful distribution of controlled
substances, and related conspiracy).

~
s
Jessica Lohner
DEA Special Agent

Subscribed to and sworn before me
this ~_ day of February, 2019.
?~~
UNITED STATES MAt

~,X'
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h.

Tn summary, T know that such corrupt

practitioners will often keep incriminating evidence not only in
the medical practice location itself, but also in other secure
locations such as then residence, for which an inspector or
auditor is unli]cely to seek or gain access.

For example, Z am

aware of multiple recent cases involving search warrants
executed at the re9idences of corrupt practitioners (doctors and
pharmacists) that resulted in the seizure of evidence such as
bulk currency, pay/owe ledgers, bulk controlled drugs,
controlled drugs bearing labels reflecting that they were
prescribed to a third party, lists of identity theft victims
used to conceal blacic market diversion, medical records for such
identity theft victims, and incriminating communications on
personal communicatioiz devices such as with patient recruiters
or black market patient recruiters.

Y also know from Assistant

United States AtLoiney Benjamin R. Barron ghat the Ninth Circuit
appliee a general presumption that individuate engaged in
illicit drug trafficking are presumed to Jceep evidence of their
acti~trities in their residence.

See, e.g., United States v.

Fannin, 817 F.2d 1:379, 1382 (9th Cir. 1987) {~~ ['E]vidence
discovered by [] officers linking the defendants to a.drug
scheme provide[s~

`more than a sufficient showing for obtaining

the warxant to search [their].., residence.'").
V. TRAINING AND EXPERIENCE ON DIGITAI~ DEVICES
32.

As used herein, the term "digital device" includes az~.y

electronic system or device capable of stox'ing or processixZg
data ixi digital form, including central processing units;
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desktop, laptop, noteboolc, and tablet computers; personal
digital assistants; wireless communication devices, such ~s
telephone paging devices, beepers, mobile telephones, and smart
phone; digital cameras; gaming consoles (including Sony
PlayStations and Microsoft Xboxes}; peripheral inputJoutput
devices, such as keyboards, printers, scanners, plotters,
monitors, and drives intended for removable media; related
communications devices, such as modems, routers, cables, and
connections; storage media, such as hard disk drives, floppy
disks, memory cards, optical disks, and magnetic tapes used to
store digital data (excluding analog tapes such a~ VHS); and
security devices.

Based on my knowledge, training, and

.experience, as well as information related to me by agents and
others involved in the forensic examination of digital devices,
I know that data in digital form can be stored on a variety of
digital devices and that during the search of a premises it is
not always possible to search digital devices for digital data
for a number of reasons, including the following:
a.

Searching digital devices can be a highly

technical process that requires specific expertise and
specialized equipment.

There are so many types of digital

devices and software programs in use today that it is impossible
to bring to the search site all of the necessary technical
manuals and specialized equipment necessary to conduct a
thorough search.

In addition, it may be necessary to consult

with specially trained personnel who have specific expertise iiz
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the types of digital devices, operating systems, or software
applications that are being searched.
b.

Digital data is particularly vulnerable to

inadvertent or intentional modification or destruction.
Searching digital devices can require the use of precise,
scientific procedures that are designed to maintain the
integrity of digital data and to recover "hidden," erased,
compressed, encrypted, or password-protected data.

As a result,

a controlled environment, such as a law enforcement laboratory
or similar facility, is e$sential to conducting a complete and
accurate analysis of dada stored on digital devices.
c.

The volume at data stored on many digital devices

will typically be so large that it will be highly impractical. to
search for data during the physical search of the premises.

A

single megabyte of storage space is the equivalent of 5p0
double-spaced pages of text.

A single gigabyte of storage

space., or 1,000 megabytes, is the equivalent of 500,000 doublespaced pages of text.

Storage devices capable of storing 500 or

more gigabytes are now commonplace.

Consequently, just one

device might contain the equivalent of 250 million pages of
data, which, if printed out, would completely fill three 35' x
35' x ld' rooms to the Ceiling.

Further, a 500 gigabyte drive

could contain as many as approximately 450 full run movies or
450,000 songs.
d.

Electronic files or remnants of such files can be

recovered months or even years after they have been downloaded
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onto a hard drive, deleted, or viewed via the Internet.
Electronic files saved to a hard drive can be stored for years
with little or no cost.

Even when such files have been deleted,

they can be recovered months or years later using readilyavailable forensics tools..

Normally, when a person deletes a

file on a computer, the data contained in the file does nod
actually disappear; rather, that data remains on the hard drive
until it is overwritten by new data.

Therefore, deleted files,

or remnants-of deleted files, may reside in free space or slack
space, i.e., space on a hard drive that is not allocated to an
active file or that is unused after a file has been allocated to
a set block of storage space, for long periods of time before
they are overwritten.

In addition, a computer's operating

system may also l£eep a record of deleted data in a swap or
recovery file.

Similarly, files that have been viewed on the

Internet are often autama~ically downloaded into a temporary
directory or cache.

The browser typically maintains a fixed

amount of hard dive space devoted to these files, and the £ides
are only overwritten as they are replaced with more recently
downloaded or viewed content.

Thus, the ability to retrieve

residue o~ an electronic file from a hard drive depends less on
when the file was downloaded or viewed than on a particular
user's operating system, storage capaciL-y, and computer habits.
Recovery of residue of electronic files from a hard drive

These statements do not generally apply to data stored in
volatile memory such as random-access memory, or "RAM," which
data is, generally speaking, deleted once a device is turned
off.

requires specialized tools and a controlled laboratory
environment.
e.

Recovery also can require substantial time.
Although some of the records called for by this

warrant might be found in the form o~ user-generated documents
(such as word processing, picture, and movie files), digital
devices can contain other forms of electronic evidence as we11.
In particular, records of how a digital device has been used,
what it has been used for, who has used it, and who has been
responsible for creating or maintaining records, documents,
programs, applications and materials contained on the digital
devices are, as described further in the attachments, called for
by this warrant.

Those records will not always be found in

digital data that is neatly segregable ~~om the hard drive image
as a whole.

Digital data on the hard drive not currently

a~soCiated with any file can provide evidence of a file that was
once on the hard drive but has since been deleted or edited, or
of a deleted portion of a file (such as a paragraph that has
been deleted from a word processing file).

Virtual memory

paging systems can leave digital data on the hard drive that
show what tasks and processes on the computer were recently
used.

Web browsers, e-mail programs, .and chat programs often

store configuration data on the hard drive that can reveal
information such as online nicknames and passwords.

Operating

systems Can record additional data, such as the attachment of
peripherals, the attachment of USB flash storage devices, and
the times the computer was in use.

Computer file systems Can

record data about the dates files were created and the sequence

in which they were created.

This dada can be evidence of a

crime, indicate the identity of the user of the digital device,
or point toward the existence of evidence in other ~locatians.
Recovery of this data requires specialized tools and a
controlled laboratory environment, and also can require
substantial time.
f.

Furthar, evidence of how a dzgital device has

been used, what it has been used for, and who has used it, may
be the absence of particular data on a digital device.

For

example, to rebut a claim that the owner of a digital device was
not responsible for a particular use because the device was
being controlled remotely by malicious software, it may be
necessary to show that malicious software that allows someone
else to control the digital device remotely is not present on
the digital device.

Evidence of the absence of particular data

on a digital device is not segregable from the digital device.
Analysis of ~h~ digital device as a whole to demonstrate the
absence of particular data requires specialized tools and a
controlled laboratory environment, and can require substantial
time.
g.

Digital device users can attempt to conceal data

within digital devices through a number of methods, including
the use of innocuous or misleading filenames and extensions.
For example, files with the extension ".jpg" often are image
files; however, a user can easily change the extension to ".txt"
to conceal. the image and make. it appear that the file contains
text.

Digital device users can also attempt to conceal dada by
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using encryption, which means that a password or device, such as
a "dongle" ar "]teycard," is necessary to decrypt the data into
readable form.

In addition., digital device users can conceal

data within another seema.ngly unrelated and innocuous File in a
process ca1.l.ed "steganography."

For example, by using

s~eganography a digital device user can conceal text in' an image
file that cannot be viewed when the image file is opened.
Digital devices may also contain "booby traps" that destroy or
alter data i~ certain procedures are not scrupulously followed.
A substantial amount of time is necessary to extract and sorb
through data that is concealed, encrypted, or subject to booby
traps, to determine. whether it is evidence, contraband or
instrumentalities of a crime.

~n addition, decryption of

devices and data stored thereon is a constantly evolving field,.
and law enforcement agencies continuously develop or acquire xiew
methods of decryption, even far devices or data that caiznot
currently be decrypted.
33.

Other khan what has been described herein, to my

knowledge, the United States has not attempted to obtain this
data by other means.
VI. CONCLUSION
34.

For all the reasons described above, there is probable

cause to believe ghat evidence of violations of 21 U.S.C.
~ ~ 846 and 84I(a)(l) (distribution of controlled substances,
related conspiracy) and 21 U.S.C. ~ 843 {a) {3) {acquirir~.g or
obtaining a controlled substance by misrepresentaL-ion, fraud,
deception, or sub~er~uge), as described above and in
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Attachment B of this affidavit, will be found in a seaxch of L-he
Target Locations, as further described above and in
Attachments A-1 and A-2 of this affidavit.
35.

Based on the foregoing, I also submit that there is

probable cause to arrest Gabriel H~RNANDEZ for a violation of 21
U.S.C. §

s~i(a> (i)

(unlawful distribution of controlled

substances, and related conspiracy).

Jessica Lohner
DEA Special Agent
Subscribed to and sworn before me
day of February, 2019.
this

UNITED STATES MAGISTRATE JUDGE

Attachment B of this affidavit, will be found in a search o~ the
Target Locations, as further described above and in
Attachments A-1 and A-2 of this affidavit.
35.

Based on the foregoing, 2 also submit that there is

probable cause to arrest Gabriel HERNANDEZ for a violation of 21
U.S.C. § 841(a)(1} (unlawful distribution of controlled
substances, and related conspiracy).

C-~~

Jessica Lohner
DEA Special Agent
Subscribed to and sworn before me
this ~ day of February, 2019.
?7~
UNITED STATES MAf
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